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Abstract 
          Applying large strain in zigzag direction, gapless graphene may turns into gapped 
graphene at the critical strain. The energy gap between valence and conduction bands is 
created above the critical deformation. We theoretically predict that, using the Landauer 
formalism to study conductance in ballistic limit, the strain dependence of ballistic 
conductance G, related to tight-binding-based carriers, evolves into a tremendously 
large conductance G ∞→  at the critical strain, found only for the conductance of 
current along armchair direction. This directional superconductance may lead graphene 
to resemble a superconductor. The strain-induced energy gap plays the role of the 
superconducting gap.  This behavior is due to the fact that strain-induced change of 
electronic properties leads to highly anisotropic fermions to cause this tremendously 
large conductance.  
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1. Introduction 
         Graphene or a monolayer of graphite, an extremely thin sheet in order of one 
carbon-atomic thick, has first fabricated in the recent year [1]. After its discovery, 
graphene has become a popular material due to its excellent properties. One of the 
intriguing properties is that carriers in graphene possess relativistic-like massless 
fermionic feature, instead of Schrödinger-like fermions [2, 3]. This exotic property has 
leads graphene as a first material that can create a relativistic-like system in the field of 
condensed matter. Due to its honeycomb-like lattice having two sublattices in a unit 
cell, the overlapping among the three nearest neighbor electron fields gives rise to the 
effective field of electrons in graphene like relativistic massless fermions (m=0) with 
the energy-momentum relation pv)mv(ppv)0m(E F
2
F
2
y
2
xF =++==  where 
vF=106m/s is the Fermi velocity of electron in graphene playing the role of the speed of 
light. However, since this relativistic band structure resulting from the honeycomb like 
geometry, it is to say that band structure of graphene depends on its geometry. 
Fortunately, experiment has suggested that graphene can sustain uniaxial strain beyond 
20% [4, 5]. Hence, importantly this is possible to control graphene’s electronic property 
by large mechanical strain. Strongly deformed graphene is also possible as we apply a 
large strain. Recently, theoretical studies have predicted that large strain in zigzag 
direction can open the energy gap between valence and conduction band [6, 7]. 
However, as a result, gap opening in strained graphene can not be accessible in case of 
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applying strain in armchair direction. The carriers with respect to the influence of strain 
behave like anisotropic massless fermions or asymmetric Weyl-Dirac fermions, leading 
to strain-induced anisotropic quantum transport in graphene-based systems [8-10].  
         In this paper, we investigate the density of state and the ballistic conductance in 
strongly strained graphene using the Landauer formula. We assume that the carriers in 
strained graphene are governed only by the −π electrons. Their motions near the Dirac 
point is studied based on the tight-binding model. The effect of the −σ electrons can be 
neglected due to the fact that they are not close to the Dirac point for the considered 
regime of strain below the critical value, predicted by the first principle calculation [7]. 
In general, graphene is a normal conductor, except for case of which it is induced by 
means of proximity effect. The present work will theoretically show that pure normal 
graphene may tern into directional-dependent superconductor as it is under a heavier 
strain.  
 
2. Model of electrons in deformed graphene 
         We begin with a usually tight-binding-based Hamiltonian to describe the motions 
of quasiparticles in strained graphene as given by [6-8] 
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Here, as related to Fig.1, since strain S is applied into zigzag direction, the hoping 
integrals in strained graphene can be defined as ttt 21 ==  and tt3 η=  with 
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, and the three displacement vectors are therefore obtained as 
)pS1)(2/1(),S1)(2/3)((c)2(1 −++−=σr  and )pS1(,0c3 −−=σr , where 
7.2t0 ≅ meV, c≅ 0.142 nm and p≅ 0.165 [6-8].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 shows strain dependence of atomic structure of graphene where strain is 
applied into the zigzag direction or the x-direction. 
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         The Hamiltonian in (1) yields energy dispersion for 2<η considered as a case of 
gapless graphene, as given by [7, 8] 
 
                                          2yy
2
xx )kv()kv(E += h ,                          (2) 
 
where     h/
4
1tL2v
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xx
η−= , and h/)cL(tv yy ′+η=               
 with        2/3c)S1(Lx += , 2/c)pS1(Ly −=  and )pS1(cc −=′ .  
For this case S<SC, current in graphene are carried by the asymmetric Weyl-Dirac 
fermions.  Note that for 2=η  or the critical point of the transformation from gapless to 
gapped graphene, we have approximately strain of S=SC≈23% [6]. The energy gap will 
be seen for 2>η or S>SC. 
 
3. Density of state (DOS) 
         We calculate the density of state using the usual formula which is a summation 
over k
r
 space 
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k
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where )E(δ is a Dirac delta function and “4” is stood for two valley and two spin 
degeneracy. Let us change the summation into integration, as given by 
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where W and L are width and length of graphene sheet, respectively. From (2) and 
condition of θ= coskk x  and θ= sinkk y , we then have θ= v/Ek h , where 
2
y
2
x )sinv()cosv(v θ+θ=θ . The region in the integration in (4) needs to change 
to the new coordinate ie., ∫∫∫∫
′
β→θ
RR
dEddkd , where β=βθ )E,(  and 
β=θ=β v/E)E,(k h . The equation (4) now takes the form 
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Now, we finally have 
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The density of state for unstrained graphene 2
F )v(
WLE2)0strain(DOS
hπ==  is a well 
known formalism and agrees with our formula (5) for Fyx vvv == when S=0. 
         Using (2), we will see that for S→SC, we have vx 0→ and vy Fv≅ . This leads to 
the density of state DOS in (5) to tern into 
                           ( ) ∞→ππ≈βπβ≈=→ ∫ππ− )2/tan(2sec2d)0strain(DOS )SS(DOS 2C .  (6) 
This result is also plotted in Fig.2. DOS near the critical strain increases sharply to be 
as an infinite magnitude, representing a new aspect of graphene’s density of state. 
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Figure 2 shows strain dependence of DOS. It sharply increases near the critical strain 
with respect to the influence of vy/vx ∞→ as strain approaches SC [9]. 
  
 
3. Ballistic conductance 
 
         In this section, we study the ballistic conductance of strained graphene based on 
the following formalism, the Landauer formula, as given by 
DOS(S→SC) ∞→  
S=SC 
Gapless region 
        S<SC 
Gapped region 
       S>SC
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where the transmission T(E)=1 and 
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number of tunneling mode and it now depends on strain. N(E) is defined by the 
following formula 
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By following the method similar to that in the section 2, eqn.(8) becomes 
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Using the dispersion relation given by (2), the derivative of energy with respect to the 
wave vector in the x-direction is given by 
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 Let us carry out this by the same way represented in the previous section. The final 
result of eqn.(9) can be consequently obtained as 
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where 
F
0 v
WE2)E(N hπ=  is a formula associated with the zero-strain limit. The notation 
x(y) is denoted for the current in x(y) direction or in zigzag (armchair) direction. 
         To reconsider the conductance formalism in (7), for the zero temperature 
approximation )EE(
E
f
F−δ=∂
∂− , it will then be reduced into  
                                                        )E(N
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2
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As we have seen the result in (10), therefore, the conductance in our model (11) is also 
directional dependent ie., 
                                                    )E(N
h
e2G F)y(x
2
)y(x = .                  (12) 
In (12), we will see that yx GG ≠ for the presence of strain, while yx GG = for the 
absence of strain. Obviously, anisotropic transport property is induced by strain.        
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Figure 3 shows the strain dependence of conductances Gx and Gy. At the critical strain 
Gy ∞→ . Δ  denotes the strain-induced energy gap above the critical value. 
 
 
         As a result and discussion of the conductances of the currents in x and the y-
directions, our numerical result of the conductances scaled by a unit of conductance in 
unstrained graphene )E(N
h
e2G F0
2
0 =  is obtained in Fig.3. As an interesting result, 
Gx is almost independent on strain. In contrast to Gy, for strain approaches the critical 
value SC, it is tremendously large G ∞→ . We can analytically obtain Gy based on (10) 
and (12), as given by 
 
                              ∞→ββ=→ ∫π 2/0 20cy secdG/)SS(G .                  (13) 
 
The superconductance found near the critical strain in the y-direction is due to the fact 
that strain-induced anisotropic fermions to carry the current in the system. This 
behavior should directly result from highly anisotropic fermions vy/vx>>1 found for 
strain approaching SC. Since we have defined the resistance in the y-direction as of the 
form Ry=1/Gy and a unit resistance 00 G/1R = , the result for Ry is found to vanish at 
the critical strain. This is quite similar to the behavior of resistance in superconducting 
material that may vanish at the critical temperature (see Fig.4).  
S=SC 
Gapless region 
        S<SC 
Gapped region 
       S>SC
0>Δ  0=Δ  
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Figure 4 shows that the resistance in the y-direction vanishes at the critical strain 
resembling the resistance in superconductor that may vanish at the critical temperature. 
 
4. Discussion 
      As we have partially discussed in the previous section, we found an interesting 
result that graphene may turn into a directional superconductor. The conductance in 
ballistic limit is found to be tremendously large at the critical stain, the transition point 
between gapless and gapped graphene. In this section, we will refer to the Hamiltonian 
in (1) that may be devised into the three subformulae. The expansion around the Dirac 
point give rise to equation for each region.  For S<SC, Hamiltonian in (1) may be  
obtained by  [7-9, 11] 
                                                 yyyxxxi kvkvH σ+σ≅ hh  ,                  (14) 
where, vx and vy are obtained in (2). In the case of applying strain at the critical 
deformation,  Hamiltonian in (1) may be  obtained by  [12, 13] 
for S=SC,  
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where 2x
2
x tL2/m h=′  and )cL)(/t2(v yy ′+=′ h [12]. In the gapped region, for S>SC 
the Hamiltonian in (1) may be  obtained as of the form [14] 
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where yy v3
)12(v ′−η=′′ .  In the case of strain of SC, we will see the quadratic term 
appears in the x-direction. However the Hii, for EF being much small, may be 
approximated as  )kv()kv(kvH yyyyyyxxxii ′σ−≅′σ−′σ→ hhh  similar to Hi at S 
→SC. Hence, for the zero limit of the Fermi energy 0EF → , we may describe electron 
for S CS≤  by Hi and the ballistic resistance at S=SC should vanishes as seen in Fig. 4. 
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         Let us next discuss the fermionic feature for S>SC  based on Hamiltonian (16). 
For the limit of the zero Fermi energy approximation 0EF → , we have kx,y 0→ . 
Therefore,  Hiii becomes of an interesting form which may be obtained by  
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This is to say that equation of motion of electron for S>SC resembles the equation of 
motion of quasiparticles or the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations in conventional 
superconducting state where the energy gap of graphene resembles the superconducting 
gap for order parameter with zero superconducting phase Δ→Δ=→Δ ϕie)0( , ie., 
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Because of this result, we could describe how the resistance in strained graphene 
evolves into zero resistance like a superconductor at the critical strain.   
 
5. Summary  
         We have investigated density of state and ballistic conductance in graphene under 
strain where strain is applied in zigzag direction. The strongly asymmetrical velocity 
resulting from strain causes a superconductance G ∞→  at the critical strain for the 
current in armchair direction. This predicted result leads to resistance vanishes R 0→  
at the critical strain, resembling a transport property of a superconducting material at 
the critical temperature. This is also obvious that the presence of the strain-induced 
energy gap above critical strain should possibly be an associated order parameter for 
such superconducting-like phase transition. Our work has predicted strain-induced 
directional superconductivity in graphene in which, in this regime, magnitude of strain 
should be accessible.  
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